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22:00 h 

The Lumiere Brothers - First films (1895) – 6 min 

In 1894, the Lumiere-family men [father: Antoine (1840-1911), sons: Auguste and Louis] owned and managed a 
factory that manufactured photographic plates and paper. Not a small enterprise; the factory had more than 200 
employees who received pension and social security benefits - innovative for that time. It was located at 
Montplaisir in the suburbs of Lyon, France. What caused Louis Lumiere to become interested in building a 
Cinematagraph, in 1894, remains open for speculation. During 1894, Louis Lumiere applied himself to the task of 
inventing a moving-picture camera. He had determined that, even at 16 frames per second on celluloid film, the 
persistence-of-vision of the human eye/brain would allow for normal motion to be perceived. His camera, dubbed 
the Cinematograph, was about the size of a large shoe box and was provided with a detachable film magazine that 
provided storage for enough film to make a shoot last about one minute when it was had cranked past the lens at 
16 frames per second. 
This was the first film projected for the entertainment of the general public. 

 

22:07 

Louis Aimé Augustin Le Prince - Roundhay Garden Scene (1888)  1 second 

 

Roundhay Garden Scene is an 1888 short film directed by French inventor Louis Le Prince. It was recorded at 12 frames 
per second and is the earliest surviving film. 
 
According to Le Prince's son, Adolphe, it was filmed at Oakwood Grange, the home of Joseph and Sarah Whitley, in 
Roundhay, Leeds, West Yorkshire, England on October 14, 1888. 
It features Adolphe Le Prince, Sarah Whitley, Joseph Whitley and Harriet Hartley in the garden, walking around and 
laughing. Note that Sarah is walking backwards and that Joseph's coat tails are flying. 
 
In 1930 the National Science Museum (NSM), London, produced photographic copies of remaining parts from the 1888 
filmstrip. This sequence was recorded on an 1885 Eastman Kodak paper base photographic film through Le Prince's 
single-lens combi camera-projector. Le Prince's son, Adolphe, stated that the Roundhay Garden was shot at 12 frame/s 
(and the second movie, Leeds Bridge, at 20 frame/s), however the later digital remastered version of Roundhay Garden 
produced by the National Museum of Photography, Film and Television (NMPFT), Bradford, uses 52 frames and is only 
2.11 seconds long, as the film runs at 24.64frame/s, the modern cinematographic frame-rate. The National Science 
Museum copy has 20 frames, giving a run time of 1.66 seconds at 12frame/s. 

22:08 

Cinema’s but a walking shadow - Louis Le Prince + Édouard-Léon Scott de 
Martinville (1888 – 1860 – 2008) 

An homage to Roundhay Garden Scene with the first sound ever recorded added to it. It was discovered in 2008 that 
the first recording wasn't from Edison (who lost the title of film and of sound), but from Édouard-Léon Scott de 
Martinville. The recording on paper was never heard. It is a fragment of what is probably his daughter, singing "Au 
Clair de la Lune", more precisely, the fragment that goes: "Au clair de la lune, mon ami Pierrot..." (Under the 



moonlight, my friend Pierrot...). The sound is added and the film is looped five times. 
 
This version is made by an mysterious Mexican man, Raul, who named it "Cinema's but a walking shadow" 
(Macbeth) 

 

 

22:08 

Antoine Lumiere & Auguste Lumiere - Lumiere Brothers - early 3D experimental 
film (1934) – 1 min 

This extraordinary short footage (less than one minute) is of two shots filmed in an early experimental 3D process 
in 1934.  The footage requires standard green and red 3D glasses.  

 

22:09 

Bara prata lite aka Talk - Lukas Moodysson (1997) – 14 min 

A powerful, disturbing little short about a guy named Birger, who is old and retired. Still, he goes 
back to work since he has nothing else to do. Back home he receives a rare visitor: a girl from the 
Hare Krishna recruiting new members … This is one of the best Swedish shorts ever made. 

22:23 

 

Boy and Bicycle – Ridley Scott (1965) – 26 min 

 
Boy and Bicycle is the first film made by Ridley Scott. The black and white short was made on 16mm film when 
Scott was a photography student at the Royal College of Art in London in 1962. 
 
Although a very early work - Scott would not direct his first feature for another 15 years - the film is significant in 
that it features a number of visual elements that would be become motifs of Scott’s work. The film features the 
cooling towers of the Imperial Chemical Industries works at Billingham, foreshadowing images in Alien, Blade 
Runner and Black Rain.  
 

 

22:49 

 

Darkness Light Darkness – Jan Svankmajer –  1989 - 6 min 

A human body gradually reconstructs itself as its various component parts crowd themselves into a small room and 
eventually, after much experimentation, sort out which part goes where. 

22:56 

 

Doodlebug – Chris Nolan 2003 – 3 min 

 



Before Nolan hit the big time with several successful motion pictures, he made this short while 
studying English at University in London. The plot is simple. A man tries to exterminate an 
annoying doodlebug.  
 
 

23:00 

Je t'aime John Wayne (2000)– Toby Macdonald – United Kingdom - 10 min 

A great 10 minute short in the French New Wave style, borrowing scenes from Godard movies such as Breathless. 
 

 

23:11 

 

 

Emir Kusturica - Guernica (1978) – 17 min 
His first 35mm film, it deals with big emotion and intelligence of a difficult and painful subject, especially with such 
a short format. The image is highly worked out, and we immediately see that the young Emir had swallowed the 
work of all the big masters of the cinema: vertical travelings, reflections (mirrors, water, windows), self projection of 
the image of the others, importance of the family, etc. This film was already a condensed version of the visual 
explosion that was yet to come. 

 

23:29 

 

Jean-Luc Godard – Charlotte et Veronique, ou Tous les garcons s’appellent Patrick 

(1959)  - 19 min 
 
Véronique and Charlotte are two students who share a room together in Paris.  One afternoon, whilst Charlotte is 
waiting for Véronique in the Luxembourg gardens, she is accosted by an attractive young man Patrick who soon 
manages to seduce her with his charms.  They agree to meet up later for a dinner date.  No sooner has Charlotte 
left the scene than Véronique appears, and Patrick manages to work his charms on her as well.  When they next 
meet, the two girls share the news that they have each acquired a boyfriend named Patrick, little thinking that it is 
the same man… 

 

23:49 

 

La Lettre – Michel Gondry – 1988 – 14 min 
La lettre was shot in january 1998 for a TV program which was called "En attendant l'an 2000" (waiting for the year 
2000) on Canal +, who had granted money to several directors to direct shorts (Marc Caro, Francois Ozon and 
Michel Gondry) for this program. The theme was year 2000.  

 

00:04 

 

Nanni Moretti – Il Giorno della prima di Close Up (1996) – 7 min 
At his cinema in Rome, the Nuovo Sacher, Nanni Moretti anxiously oversees preparations for the premiere of the 
film Close-Up, by Iranian director Abbas Kiarostami. Meanwhile, Disney's The Lion King is taking Italy by storm. 
 

00:12 

 

Agnes Varda - Ulysse (1982) – 20 min 
In ''Ulysse'' Agnes Varda, who began as a still photographer and went on to direct  great works such asCleo, From 
5 to 7 and Lions Love and some not so hot such as One Sings and The Other Doesn't', ponders the meaning of a 
photograph she took 30 years ago. It's a crystal-clear, black-and-white composition in which a naked man, his 



back to the camera, stands on a rocky beach, looking toward the sea, while a naked little boy sits nearby, staring 
at the photographer and ignoring the carcass of a goat in the foreground. 
 

00:33 

 

Claude Chabrol - Coup de vice (2001) – 9 min 
A woman driver (Sylvie Granotier) picks up a hitchhiker (Didier Bénureau) on a lonely road. A few moments later 
there's an announcement on the radio about a serial killer at large in the area.  
This short film by Claude Chabrol is from the TV series Les Redoutables, in which established and lesser known 
French directors contributed segments on the theme of death. 
 

00:43 

 

Devochka I veschi (Nikita Mikhalkov) 1967 – 8 min 
A young girl is in a room full of all sorts of things... 
She is playing... 
Nikita Mikhalkov's debut shows already what a great sense for camera movement he possesses, and has that 
unique atmosphere often encountered in Russian films. 
 

00:52 

Jean-Pierre Dardenne and Luc Dardenne - Il court – il court le monde (1987) – 11 min 

John, a television director, is preparing a show on speed. A phone call from his girlfriend Sophie makes him leave 
the studio in a hurry.  

 

01:04 

Mike Leigh – The Short & Curlies (1987) – 17 min 

A short comedy by Mike Leigh about the romance between a young woman and a man who communicate only 
through jokes and humour. The story is told as a series of very short vignettes between her and the man and her 
doting mother, a hairdresser.  

01:22 

Marc Caro & Jean-Pierre Jeunet - The Bunker of the Last Gunshots (1981) – 25 min 

The first collaboration of Jean-Pierre Jeunet and Marc Caro combines sci-fi and heroic-fantasy in a visually 
delirious story of escalating paranoia amongst soldiers trapped underground.  
With an eye for meticulous detail and a rakish sense of humor, Jean-Pierre Jeunet, together with writing/directing 
partner Marc Caro, have teamed together for more than 15 years, scoring international successes with the features 
"Delicatessen" (1991) and "La Cite des enfants perdu/The City of Lost Children" (1995). 
Jeunet had established himself as a filmmaker with the acclaimed shorts "L'evasion" (1978) and the Cesar-winning 
"Le menage" (1980). The latter led to a meeting with artist and comic book creator Caro and the duo immediately 
recognized their kindred spirits. Their first collaboration, "Le bunker de la derniere rafale/The Bunker of last 
gunshots" (1981), which detailed the rising paranoia among soldiers trapped underground, garnered festival prizes 
in France. It also marked the beginning of a collaboration that demonstrated a keen visual style and absurdist 
humour. 


